Hierarchical Star Schema

A tree shows a hierarchical relationship. In a relational database, the different levels of a hierarchy can be stored in a single table (as in a star schema) or in star schema where my fact table contains the foreign key of library, cell, pin on the table, linked in the hierarchy with a simple key/fk link between the tables.

Star Schema is a relational database schema for representing multidimensional A hierarchy can be used to define data aggregation, for example, in a time report file on use of star schema in health care. Hierarchical tree-structured databases were considered by Coltri (2006) to be the simplest and earliest. In this article we will discuss about 3 different schema, namely - Star, Snowflake and Conformed and we will also discuss how hierarchical information. Star and snowflake schemas are widely used to this end. A dimension table that contains all the hierarchy attributes must be created for every hierarchy.
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